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SC30 SIX BLADE 
EDGING TROWEL

BLADES

PAN

We stock replacement blades, check out out 
website and search for product code 20454.

Blade dimentions: 9¼ x 5 inch.
Material: Steel.

Pan dimentions: 30 inch.
Material: Steel.

Speedcrete supply this 30" petrol powered Pedestrian 
Edging Power with 6 blades & pan included.
This trowel allows for rapid completion of concrete 
slab edge work and around 
up-stand areas. 

With a powerful 
and reliable 
Honda GX160 
petrol engine
 this 30"/762mm 
float provides
ample power 
to handle the 
usage of the 
pan (
floating wheel) 
which comes 
free with this
6 blade machine.
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LIFTING HOOK

POWERED BY HONDA GX160

COMPATIBLE WITH SPEEDY-CLEAN

This Edging Trowel comes supplied
with a lifting hook. This is a helpful 
feature for placing the trowel 
wherever it is needed.

Horse power: 5.5
Starter: Recoil starter.
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Speedcrete like to bring innovation to the UK market.
Concrete professionals in the United Kingdom always give us 
feedback on products or suggestion ways to improve their projects. 
We decided to introduce a 6 blade edging trowel to allow our 
customers to get on the concrete earlier with the pan.

We also decided to supply this edger with a slightly larger gear 
box to gain more controlled power with the extra weight of this 
machine.

As with all our products we stock parts which can be purchased 
off- the-shelf when required. We also have in-house engineers 
who can carry out a service or carry out necessary repairs. 

Simply add the Speedy-clean to a foamer, spray 
the foam onto the concrete covered equipment. This 
foam will then begin to dissolve and break down 
the concrete ready to be jet-washed clean.


